Determination of Passive Failure Surface Geometry for Cohesionless Backfills
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Abstract
Correct determination of the passive failure surface geometry is necessary for the design of retaining structures. The conventional theories assume linear passive failure surfaces even though it is known that the actual failure surfaces are non-linear. Many researchers claimed the appropriateness of a hybrid curved-linear method. This approach estimates the curved section by a log-spiral function, which then connects to the backfill surface with the conventional linear assumption. The main drawback here is that the geometric properties of the hybrid mathematical function is not directly related to the mechanical properties of soils. Thus, this study attempts to provide a mechanical description for the assumed geometrical parameters. For this purpose, a series of 1 g small scale retaining wall model tests, simulating passive failure, are conducted on two different backfill soils. The relative density is varied in the model tests and the resultant peak friction angles of the backfills are calculated as functions of failure stress state and relative density using a well-known empirical equation. Transparent sidewalls allow for visualization of the failure surface evolution, which is obtained by capturing images and analysing then through Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. Subsequently, the quantified slip zones are fitted with the hybrid curved-linear approach. The relationships between the peak friction angle and the geometrical characteristics of the best-fit log-spiral and linear functions are investigated. Obtained results are used to propose a set of equations that allow the estimation of non-linear passive failure surfaces as function of peak friction angle.
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1 Introduction
Identification of the geometries of failure surfaces that emerge in backfills has critical importance in the analysis and design of retaining structures [1]. In the practice of geotechnical engineering, generally Coulomb [2] and Rankine [3] theories are used in design. Both theories are based on simplified assumptions regarding the geometry and orientation of the backfill failure surfaces. The common fundamental hypothesis of both theories is that the shear plane formed in the backfill at the ultimate state is a straight line, the inclination of which is only a function of the internal friction angle of the backfill. Several studies in literature investigated the evolution of lateral pressures and the formation of shear bands in retained backfills. Some of these used experiments [4–11] whereas the others preferred numerical methods [12–18].

One common outcome of all studies on the subject is that effective strength parameters (cohesion, soil friction angle, or soil-wall interface friction angle) control the magnitude of passive pressure [7]. This is expected since the problem involves a limit state problem. Additionally, several researchers noticed other influencing factors that control the magnitude of lateral thrust, such as: backfill density [19], pressure level [19] and dilation angle of backfill soil [19–21].

On the other hand, the results of all these studies suggest that the geometries of slip surfaces that emerged in retained backfills at failure are nonlinear. In the literature, factors affecting the geometries of passive failure surfaces are as following: internal friction angle [22, 23], interface friction angle [23], backfill density [19].
Regarding the mathematical form of the nonlinear failure surface, researchers generally suggested a composite form including both linear and logarithmic spiral sections [7, 12, 23, 24].

Liu et al. [25] suggested a modified method to obtain the failure surface geometry and earth pressure coefficient for passive state of failure. The proposed approach is based on the logarithmic spiral method developed by Terzaghi [24]. To find the corresponding angle of the logarithmic spiral (which determines the characteristics of the spiral), a mathematical solution is used (i.e. using the bisection method for root-finding). Additionally, for a backfill without surface inclination, it is assumed that linear portion of the failure surface meets the backfill surface with an angle of \( \pi/4 - \phi/2 \) (i.e. Rankine zone). Successively, the proposed method is verified by using FEM numerical approach. Overall, it is shown that obtained results from the proposed method are in agreement with those of FEM simulations.

Xu et al. [26] proposed an analytical approach to estimate the stress state within a retained backfill. In this method, a log-spiral failure surface is assumed, which is discretized into dices. Then, the forces acting on each dice (depending on its location, within or at the boundary of the log-spiral region), allowing observation of local internal forces distribution. The inter-dice normal and shear forces are obtained through considering integration of the relationships gained by satisfying the force and momentum equilibrium. This method is verified by FEM simulations, and it is pointed out that the normal and shear stresses obtained from both methods are similar in most parts of the backfill (except near the wall boundary).

Unfortunately, none of these studies offered a practical guidance by which the geometrical characteristics of the logarithmic spiral failure surface can be obtained. All suggestions were left at the level of identifying the suitability of using logarithmic spiral form as a good fit to the passive failure surfaces.

This study attempts to address this deficiency by linking the geometrical characteristics of logarithmic spiral to the properties of backfill soils. From mentioned previous studies, it is deduced that peak friction angle can be referred as a global parameter that encompasses the influences of other affecting factors. The peak friction angle (\( \phi' \)) is a combined outcome of critical state friction angle (\( \phi_c' \)) and peak dilatancy angle (\( \psi_p \)) [27–31]. As \( \psi_p \) is dependent on the collective influences of backfill density and pressure level [31], and \( \phi_c' \) is a soil constant, \( \phi'_c \) embodies the joint influences of all influential parameters listed above. That is why the goal of this study is to devise a method which mathematically defines logarithmic spirals to fit passive failure surfaces as functions of backfill peak friction angles.

For this purpose, small scale retaining wall model tests are conducted with two different sand types. This study is limited to the investigation of vertical retaining systems that translate horizontally under plane strain conditions. Wall rotation and different wall geometries are out of the scope of this study as this is the first attempt at linking the geometrical characteristics of logarithmic spiral functions to measurable soil properties. Well-known empirical equations from literature are used to calculate the peak friction angles of model backfills as functions of density and failure stress state. PIV method is employed to visualize and determine the geometries of failure surfaces. As a result, it became feasible to investigate the influence of \( \phi_c' \) on the geometrical characteristics of failure surfaces. Finally, an empirical method, by which the geometries of passive failure surfaces can be accurately predicted, is presented.

2 The retaining wall model

To investigate geometries of failure surfaces, 1 g small scale retaining wall model tests are conducted. In each model test, backfill soil is prepared at a different relative density (\( D_r \)). Under 1 g conditions, the magnitude of backfill soil's \( \phi_c' \) directly changes with the changes in relative density. This way, it becomes possible to monitor the influence of \( \phi_c' \) on failure surface geometry. Physical model set-up consists of a testing box, a model retaining wall that is capable of only translating laterally, a sand pluviation system, a storage tank, a crane, and a data acquisition system, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The testing box is, 140 cm in length, 60 cm in depth, and 50 cm in width, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c). Sides of the box are made of 20 mm thick Plexiglas allowing the observation and monitoring of soil deformations. To maintain plane-strain conditions at all stages of the test, it is necessary to prevent lateral deflections of Plexiglas side walls. For this purpose, model frame is equipped with metal braces supporting the Plexiglas side walls (Fig. 1(a)). Though the braces obstruct a small portion of the view when photographs of the tests are captured, this in no way hinders the identification of the failure surface geometry. Through the transparent side walls, photographic images of the backfill at different stages of wall deformation can be captured for examination. Obtained images are analyzed using PIV method, which led to visualized passive failure surfaces [32–36]. The model retaining wall is an
aluminium plate with rectangular cross-section. The height and width of the model wall are 35 cm and 50 cm, respectively. To minimize the adverse effects of the rigid boundary at the bottom, the moving plate that simulates the vertical retaining wall is located 15 cm above the bottom of the test box. An electrical motor-actuator system drives the model wall laterally either towards or away from the retained backfill. The displacements of the wall are measured by an electronic ruler. Motor displacement steps are used to validate the measurements of the electronic ruler. Fig. 1(d) shows five sensitive miniature pressure transducers mounted along the vertical axis of the model wall for observing the variations of lateral earth pressures along the face of the wall. Density cans are buried in the backfill during model preparation stage at the further end of the box away from the model wall. This way these cans do not interfere with the evolution of failure surfaces and they provide the means to measure backfill density after the completion of model tests. Variations of vertical stresses within the backfill are calculated using the measurements of the density cans. To verify vertical stress calculations, two miniature pressure transducers are buried in the backfill during model preparation stage of each test (Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c)). A multi-channel data logger system is used for collecting data. Data logger is capable of handling an aggregate data collection rate of 400 kHz, with a maximum per channel sample rate of up to 500 Hz which is more than sufficient considering the velocity of model wall movement.

3 Calculation of peak friction angle of backfill soils

The goal of this study is to link the geometrical characteristics of failure surfaces to backfill soil’s \( \phi_p' \). Therefore, it is necessary to know the magnitude of \( \phi_p' \) once the backfill is prepared. This is not an easy task as \( \phi_p' \) varies with pressure, density, stress path and loading conditions. It is not possible to prepare equivalent samples of backfill soils for strength testing. Even though the sample is prepared with the same relative density as the model, changes in the symmetry conditions (axisymmetric versus plane strain), stress state or stress path will result in the deviation of the measured values from the model values. Therefore, an alternative method is necessary to obtain the values of \( \phi_p' \) that prevail in the backfill. For this purpose, well-known empirical equations, available in literature, are used to determine \( \phi_p' \). First of these equations are given in Eq. (1) and relate \( \phi_p' \) to \( \phi_c' \) and \( \psi_p' \) of the backfill soil.

\[
\phi_p' = \phi_c' + r \psi_p'
\]  

Here, \( r \) is an empirical line-fitting parameter. \( \psi_p \) is also referred as the maximum rate of dilatancy and it is measured at the instance of peak failure. The relationship given in Eq. (1) was first described by Bishop [27] and later formulated by Bolton [28] in its final form. The magnitude of \( r \) is dependent on sample symmetry conditions. Second empirical equation (Eq. (2)) allows the calculation of \( \psi_p \) as a function of backfill relative density \( (I_p) \) and mean effective stress at failure \( (p_f') \) [28]:
that depend on inherent soil characteristics and parameters obtained by triaxial testing. The magnitude of plane strain using a method proposed by Hanna [39]. The are relevant for plane strain conditions. This is achieved at the same stress state, identical diversity and stress path. Since the stress path under axisymmetric conditions, are converted into this difference is caused by the dependence of \( \phi' \) on density and stress path. The \( \phi' \) values of the triaxial tests of this study range from 25kPa to 500kPa and the soil specific values of the parameters \( \beta, \eta, \) and \( \phi' \) are obtained for the two soils used. Values of these parameters for both soils used in this study are given in Tables 1 and 2. Particle shape characteristics are quantified based on the grain shape charts proposed by Cho et al. [40].

A summary of the physical characteristics of the sands are given in Table 1. Particle shape characteristics are quantified based on the grain shape charts proposed by Cho et al. [40].

Direct shear tests are conducted to measure the interface friction angle between the model wall and the backfill sand. Measured backfill model-wall interface friction angles vary between 18° (loosest) and 24° (densest) for \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) sands. It must be noted that in the current study the model wall material is the same in all tests. The underlying reason for this choice is that in practice the interface friction can vary within a limited range for sand backfills. For interface problems in sands, the roughness of a surface is typically quantified by the normalized roughness ratio which is the ratio of maximum roughness to mean grain diameter \( (D_{50}) \) [41]. Maximum roughness is defined as the maxi-
mum vertical distance between a peak and a trough of the surface over a length equal to the mean grain diameter. However, following the definition of roughness, in practice it is impossible to have retaining wall surfaces that are perfectly smooth/rough. Accordingly, considering the interfaces between sand-sized grains and retaining structures (constructed with modern tools and materials), expected interface friction angle is unlikely to exceed the range of variation that was proposed by Terzaghi [24]. He suggested that the magnitude of interface friction angle varies between one-third and two-thirds of the critical state friction angle, for practical applications. The obtained interface friction angles for this study are also within this range.

Low friction transparent high-density polyethylene sheets are applied on the plexiglass side walls to satisfy plane-strain conditions. In order to investigate the influence of soil friction angle on the geometry of passive failure surface, tests are conducted with backfills that have different peak friction angles. This is achieved by preparing the backfill soils with different relative densities.

Model backfills are prepared by dry-pluviation. Pluviation height is adjusted to achieve different relative densities. Whenever the target relative density cannot be reached by pluviation only, a hand-held electric compactor is used to compact the backfill in layers. Cinicioglu and Abadkon [31] showed that neither $\phi_p$ nor $\phi'_p$ are influenced by overconsolidation ratio (OCR). As a result, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) can still be used to calculate the magnitude of $\phi'_p$ for the model backfill. As soon as a test is completed, density cans buried in the backfill are extracted and weighed. The results are used for calculating backfill relative density and to check backfill homogeneity. Insignificantly small variations in vertical stresses under 1 g conditions justify the assumption of uniform $\phi'_p$ for the whole model. Passive failure of backfill is simulated by horizontally translating the model wall toward the backfill. Since, the tests are conducted with dry sand, there is no rate effect influencing soil response. Thus, based on the image-capturing rate of the camera, the translation speed of the model wall is adjusted (0.5 mm/s), which ensures the image quality level (i.e. resolution).

| Table 1 Mechanical Properties of Akpinar and Sile Sands |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Property                                      | Akpinar Sand (S.) | Sile Sand (S.)  |
| Classification                                | Poorly Graded    | Poorly Graded   |
| Max. void ratio, ($e_{v,r}$) (ASTM D-4253)    | 0.87             | 0.78            |
| Min. void ratio, ($e_{v,m}$) (ASTM D-4254)    | 0.58             | 0.52            |
| Uniformity coefficient, ($C_u$)               | 1.23             | 2.8             |
| Coefficient of gradation, ($C_g$)              | 0.97             | 1.12            |
| Specific gravity, ($G_s$)                     | 2.63             | 2.61            |
| Average sphericity, ($S_{ave}$)                | 0.70             | 0.55            |
| Average roundness, ($R_{ro}$)                 | 0.50             | 0.76            |
| Dilatancy effect on friction for axisymmetric conditions, ($r_p$) | 0.39             | 0.55            |
| Dilatancy effect on friction for plane strain conditions ($r_p$) | 0.66             | 0.83            |
| Critical state friction angle, ($\phi'$)       | 33.0             | 33.4            |
| Bolton coefficients $Q$                       | 8.0              | 7.90            |
| Bolton coefficients $R$                       | 1.0              | 0.15            |

5 Failure surface geometry by PIV

In this study, PIV is used for monitoring the evolution of the backfill deformation caused by the translation of the model wall. GeoPIV-RG, a MATLAB based PIV software, specifically utilized for geotechnical applications, is used for the analyses of the images captured during the tests. Detailed information regarding GeoPIV-RG algorithms can be found in Stanier et al. [42]. PIV method is a popular approach to detect the deformations in soil medium [43].

The utilized camera can capture four images per second. This rate is enough for monitoring the quasi-static deformations of the model backfill. In all tests, the camera is placed at a fixed distance from the wall and the model is illuminated using special projectors to ensure the highest image quality.

Cumulative shear strain maps for different stages of the tests are obtained from the GeoPIV-RG analyses. Strain maps, corresponding to the instance of passive failure, for each test are color-coded based on strain magnitude. The high visual contrast achieved in these images makes it easier to distinguish the passive failure surfaces. In order to quantify the geometries of discerned failure surfaces, a coordinate system is established. The vertical axis of the coordinate system is coincident with the initial position of the model wall and the origin is located at the bottom of the wall. Using this coordinate system, coordinates of the points along the failure surface that correspond to outer edge of failure surface are digitized. All coordinate measurements are done with respect to the position of the wall before any displacement. In order to achieve unit-independent quantification, measured coordinates of the failure surface are normalized by height of the model wall ($H_w$).
The presence of the braces that are necessary for satisfying plane strain conditions partially blocks the view of the failure surface geometry. However, braces are essential to prevent the bulging of plexiglass during soil deformation. However, failure surface geometry is clearly discernible, and the obstructed portion can be easily interpolated as observed in Fig. 3.

6 Determination of failure surface geometry

Based on the results of PIV analyses, geometries of failure surfaces are determined in all model tests for both sand types, as shown in Fig. 4. Evident from all results, geometries of all passive slip planes are nonlinear and link the toe of the rigid retaining wall to the surface of the cohesionless backfill. It is clear that the magnitude of peak friction angle, which is obtained through peak dilatancy angle, influences the shapes of failure surfaces. Additionally, the failure surfaces emerge at the ground level in the order of their respective $\phi_p'$ magnitudes. In other words, higher magnitudes of $\phi_p'$ result in greater $B_f$ values.

7 Prediction of slip plane geometry

As explained in the introduction section, several researchers suggested the suitability of using logarithmic spiral as the mathematical function to define the shapes of passive failure surfaces in cohesionless soils [7, 12, 23, 24]. However, the current approach to define the log-spiral failure surface is based on predefined assumptions, which then follows a trial and error procedure. Accordingly, an ideal approach, which provides the geometrical characteristics of logarithmic spiral failure surfaces as a function of soil properties is still lacking in the literature. Therefore, this study attempts to cancel the necessity for the prevailing assumptions, which would enhance the accuracy of passive failure surface predictions. To this end, the geometrical characteristics of the slip plane are correlated with the backfill peak friction angle. This is achieved by fitting logarithmic spirals to experimentally determined passive failure surfaces and then investigating the correlation between backfill $\phi_p'$ and the geometrical characteristics of the logarithmic spirals that best fit the determined failure surfaces.

Experimentally observed passive failure surfaces can be divided into spiral and linear sections. The linear section is an extension of the spiral part (Fig. 5). Assuming that the spiral portions of passive failure surfaces have logarithmic spiral forms, Terzaghi et al. [44] suggested that the log-spiral that yields the smallest total passive resistance corresponds to the actual passive failure surface. To find this failure plane, Terzaghi et al. [44] explained the necessary steps and assumptions as given below:

For cohesionless soils at passive limit state, a force equilibrium must exist between PP (resultant of the normal and frictional components of the passive earth pressure), the weight of the area $ABCD$ (see Fig. 5) and the frictional resistance due to the weight. It is also assumed that PP acts at lower third of $AD$ (i.e. wall height). Additionally, following assumptions are made to obtain the composite passive failure surface (linear and curved portions):

![Fig. 3 Determination of the failure surface geometry as plotted on the cumulative shear strain map (for $s_1$ sand with )](image)

![Fig. 4 Geometries of passive failure surfaces obtained from PIV analyses (for backfills with various peak friction angles)](image)

![Fig. 5 Schematic interpretation of the log-spiral theory](image)
The linear part (BC) makes $\pi/4 - \phi'/2$ with the horizontal surface of the backfill. The curved section is tangent to the linear part at B, and the center of spiral passes through DB, which also makes $\pi/4 - \phi'/2$ with the horizontal surface of the backfill (an isosceles triangle is formed above ABD curved wedge).

The curved lower part of failure surface (AB) is an arc of a logarithmic spiral, defined as:

$$r = r_0e^{\theta \tan \phi'},$$

where, $r_0$ is the initial radius of the spiral (OA), $\theta$ is the spiral angle (angle between $r$ and $r_0$), $O$ is the pole of the spiral located along the BD line (can be out of the zone defined by the limiting points B and D) (Fig. 5).

To compute PP, the sliding surface ABC composed of spiral (AB) and linear (BC) sections is defined. This is done by varying the position of the pole of the spiral along the line BD (referred as the s-line). This iterative process is continued until the desired failure surface that yields the smallest total passive resistance is obtained. However, this proposed graphical solution needs considerable time and effort. On the other hand, accuracies of the failure surfaces obtained by considering the abovementioned assumptions, have never been validated by model tests. Accordingly, in the next section, attempt has been made to evaluate the applicability of the log-spiral method for defining slip surface geometries using model test results. Following, possible relationships between the defining geometrical characteristics of the experimentally obtained best-fit spiral functions and $\phi'$ will be examined.

7.1 Necessary steps for plotting the best-fit log-spiral failure surface

Fitting the experimentally obtained failure surfaces with log-spirals requires the identification of two unknowns, $\alpha$ and $\theta_0$. Here, $\alpha$ is the angle that forms between the line BC and the horizontal, and $\theta_0$ is the angle that forms between the line OA and the vertical, as shown in Fig. 5. One of the main assumptions for the determination of the log-spiral is that the final radius of the log-spiral (OB) must make an angle equal to $\alpha$ with the free surface of the backfill (passing through top of the wall). The origin of log-spiral O is located on OB line as well. PIV analyses of the model tests visually reveal the value of $\alpha$. Since $\alpha$ is obtained experimentally, iteration is necessary only for determining the value of $\theta_0$, which determines the location of O (Point O lies at the intersection of the extension of the line BD and the line that starts at point A making the angle $\theta_0$ with the vertical). Each iteration requires several steps to plot the log spiral and the linear portion. This is performed by a script in MATLAB.

Experimentally obtaining the value of $\alpha$ and assuming a value for $\theta_0$, the value of $\theta$ and $\eta$ are obtained as follows:

$$\theta = 90^\circ - \theta_0 - \alpha,$$

$$\eta = 180^\circ - \alpha - \theta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Then, it is possible to obtain lengths of $FD, OD, OF, GF, OG,$ and $FA$ using the geometry of the problem given in Fig. 5. Accordingly, length of $r_0$ is obtained as:

$$r_0 = OF + FA.$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

Inserting $OF$ and $FA$ into Eq. (7):

$$r_0 = H_{w} \tan(\theta_0) \left(\frac{\sin(\alpha)}{\sin(\theta)} + \frac{1}{\cos(\theta_0)}\right).$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

Location of O defined by $OJ$ and $JA$, which is obtained using $r_0$ and $\theta_0$:

$$OJ = r_0 \cos(\theta_0),$$

$$JA = r_0 \sin(\theta_0).$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

Having $r_0$ and O, it is now possible to determine the log-spiral part of the failure surface. This requires replacing $\theta$ by $i$ values ($0 < i < \theta$). Every gradual increase in $i$ results in a new radius for the spiral ($r_i$) and ultimately when $i = \theta$, $r_i$ will be equal to $r_0$. Coordinates for the end point of $r_i$ is calculated through:

$$Y_i = r_0 \cos(\theta_0) - \left(r_0 \cos(\theta_0 + i)\right),$$

$$X_i = r_0 \sin(\theta_0 + i) - GD,$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where,

$$GD = H_{w} \tan(\theta_0) \left(\frac{\sin(\alpha) \sin(\theta_0)}{\sin(\theta)} + 1\right).$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)

Having the coordinates of $B(X,Y)$, it is possible to plot the linear portion as well. Fig. 6 visually explains the influence of $\theta_0$ on the resulting failure surfaces.

8 Results

The failure surfaces, determined experimentally through PIV analyses, are fitted with log-spiral functions. The results are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for model tests with $S_1$ and $S_2$ sands, respectively. The magnitudes of backfill $\phi'$ and $\psi'$ are reported in the legends of each figure.
Evidently, it is necessary to know the magnitudes of the parameters $\theta$ and $\alpha$ for plotting the linear and curved portions of the predicted failure surfaces. Therefore, this study attempts experimentally to examine the dependence of the necessary unknown fitting parameters (i.e. $\theta$ and $\alpha$) on $\phi_p'$. Experimentally obtained variations of $\theta$ and $\alpha$ are shown in Fig. 9 for both S1 and S2 sands.

From Fig. 9, it is noticed that the variations of all examined parameters ($\theta$ and $\alpha$) with $\phi_p'$ are linear for both sands. In case of $\alpha - \phi_p'$ relationship, experimentally obtained relations are inversely linear for both sands (Fig. 9(a)) and are given in Eq. (14) for S1 sand and in Eq. (15) for S2 sand:

$$\alpha_{S1} = 62^\circ - 0.8\phi_p',$$
$$\alpha_{S2} = 59^\circ - 0.8\phi_p'.$$

$$R^2=0.977$$
$$R^2=0.972$$

$$R^2=0.98$$
Noticeable in Eqs. (14) and (15), the slopes of $\alpha - \phi_p'$ are the same for both soils and their zero-intercepts only slightly differ. The forms of the experimentally obtained $\alpha - \phi_p'$ relationships are the same as the commonly used $\alpha = 45^\circ - \phi_p'/2$ relationship in literature [2, 3], whereas the values of their zero-intercepts and slope differ.

Additionally, experimentally obtained variations of $\theta_o$ with $\phi_p'$ for both soils are presented in Fig. 9. The results point to a linear relationship as given in Eq. (16).

$$\theta_0 = \phi_p' + 5^\circ$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The results provided linear correlations between peak friction angle and the unknown fitting parameters ($\theta, \theta_0$, and $\alpha$). Additionally, $r_0$ is also defined as function of $H_w$, $\theta_0$ and $\alpha$. Thus, the general log-spiral function can be suggested in the new form as:

$$r = H_w \tan(\theta_0) \left\{ \frac{\sin(\alpha)}{\sin(\theta)} \left( -\tan(\theta_0) \right) + 1 \right\} (\theta_0 \tan(\theta_0))^{(\theta_0 \tan(\theta_0))}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

The proposed equation is unique, since it only uses peak friction angle as the input parameter to estimate the failure surface geometry under passive state.

9 Discussion
As shown in the previous section of this paper, geometrical characteristics of passive failure surfaces are obtained for two different soils for a range of relative densities. The premise of this paper is that the geometrical characteristics of failure surfaces are linked directly to the magnitude of $\psi_p$ (failure surface geometry is dependent on density and stress state and because peak dilatancy angle ($\psi_p$) embodies the combined effects). However, determination of $\psi_p$ is not very straightforward in practice. That is why the soil parameter to link to the failure surfaces' shape is chosen as the peak friction angle ($\phi_p'$).

The determination of $\phi_p'$ is common practice and is done in almost all projects. Moreover, $\phi_p'$ is a direct function of $\psi_p$ as shown in Eq. (1). Obtained results supported the proposition regarding the dependence of failure surface geometries on $\phi_p'$ and the results are shown in Fig. 9. The necessary geometrical features of a passive failure surface are defined as a function of $\theta$ and $\alpha$, of which both vary linearly with $\phi_p'$.

Additionally, when the results obtained from $S_1$ and $S_2$ sands are compared, it is noticed that the variations of $\theta$ and $\alpha$ with $\phi_p'$ are very similar. This suggests a direct dependence of passive failure surface geometry on $\phi_p'$ which requires further studying. Especially, because both backfill soils used in model tests are poorly graded, tests on a well-graded soil will give valuable information regarding the influence of gradation characteristics on the geometry of failure planes. Another possible influence on passive failure geometry is the mode of wall movement. This study used model tests which involve lateral translation of a rigid wall. However, in problems where the wall rotates or deforms, the resulting passive failure geometry will most likely change.

On the other hand, it is necessary to note that all the mentioned shortcomings also apply to conventional methods of failure surface geometry prediction, such as Coulomb [2] or Rankine [3]. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 also include comparisons with the conventional passive failure surface predictions. Evidently, linear failure surface predictions are significantly different from the experimentally determined passive failure surfaces. Therefore, the use of new form of log-spiral function (Eq. (17)), for determining passive failure surface geometries for cohesionless backfills, will result in more accurate predictions.

10 Conclusions
The classical theories on passive failure planes assume planar surfaces. However, as explained in the introduction section of this paper, the curved nature of failure surfaces is well-known by researchers. However, approaches for mathematically defining the curved forms of passive failure surfaces are still lacking. Several researchers have noticed the suitability of log-spiral function for defining passive failure surfaces, but without linking the geometrical characteristics of the failure surfaces to the mechanical properties of backfill soils [16, 25]. This is attempted in this study through the use of model tests. The mechanical parameter for identifying the failure surface geometry is selected as the peak friction angle since it blends the influences of backfill density and stress state. Model tests are conducted with two different sands at different relative densities corresponding to different peak friction angles. Failure surfaces are determined using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analyses.

Based on the results, it is seen that the passive failure surfaces are non-linear for both sand types and at all density levels. For dense backfills with higher $\phi_p'$, resulting failure surfaces extend further away from the model wall. Additionally, obtained failure surfaces are fitted with a log-spiral function. It is noticed that log-spiral functions fit the experimentally determined failure surfaces with...
high accuracies. On the other hand, the linear failure surfaces proposed by classical theories depart significantly away from the actual failure surfaces.

When the variations of geometrical characteristics of experimental failure surfaces with $\phi'$ are investigated, it is noticed that the relationships are all linear. Consequently, obtained results suggest that log-spiral method can precisely predict the passive pressure failure surface geometry.

Moreover, using the results presented in this study, it is possible to define log-spiral passive failure surfaces using $\phi'$ as the only input parameter.
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